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2019 Change of Watch
The 2019 Change of Watch 
Ceremony was attended by 
over 110 club members.

The History  
Behind the CoW
The Keowee Sailing Club 
Change of Watch Ceremony 
is loosely based on two very 
old Navy traditions: The 
Change of Watch Ceremony 
and the Change of Command Ceremony.

The Change of Watch ceremony consists of two 
parties: the Watch Team on watch, and the
Relief Watch Team. The leader of the respective 
Watch Team is called the Officer of the Deck.

Typically the watch 
relief process starts 
about thirty minutes 
prior to the official 
start of the
watch. During this 
time, the Watch 
Team on watch 
shares detailed 
information with their 

oncoming counterpart on the specifics of that 
particular position. After a thorough turnover, 
the oncoming Team’s Officer of the Deck will 
salute the current Officer of the Deck and state 
“I am ready to relieve you Sir.” The current 

Continued on page 2
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Watch Officer will then reply “I am ready to be 
relieved,” and return and hold a salute.

The Oncoming Officer of the Deck then states, 
“Very well, I relieve you Sir.” The Off Going 
Watch Officer replies, “I Stand Relieved” 
and drops his salute. Then if the Captain or 
Command Duty Officer is on the Bridge both 
Off Going and On Coming Watch Officers 
approach, salute and the Off Going Watch 
Officer declares, “Captain, I have been properly 

relieved by (rank and name of oncoming Watch 
Officer). Each of these actions is noted in the 
Ships Log and the Off Going Watch Stander 
signs off his watch.

This all happens prior to the sounding of Eight 
Bells which is the signal for the watch to turn 
over. 

With the sounding of Eight 
Bells, 2018 Commodore Liam 
Cunningham turned over the 
Watch of Keowee Sailing Club  
to 2019 Commodore  
Bill Hurni.
 
 
 
 

2019 Board of Stewards  
and Committee Chairs
Commodore - Bill Hurni
Vice Commodore - Mark Halstead
Secretary - Sharon Hamilton
Treasurer - Terry Patterson

Stewards - Jean Marie Dolenc, Roger Sulhoff, 
Bob Graves, Jake Kohl, Glenn Kats and  
Phil Cook

Commitee Chairs:
Work Credit Reporting - Elizabeth McDaniel
Dock Maintenance - Kevin Rylance
Dock Master - Ad Claessens
Racing & Regatta - Jake Kohl/Doug French
Youth Sailing - Jack Wise/Dan Eskew
Club Motor Boats - John Landers
Club Sail Boats - Phil Cook
Safety & Training - Terry Patterson
House - Abbas Fiuzat
Facilities - Sam Secrest
Grounds - Jan Cook
Communications - Chris Zander
Waterline - Susan Brier/Phil Cook
Planning - Roger Sulhoff
Treasury - Suzan Simmons/Terry Patterson
Audit - Eddie Richardson
Club Use Policies - Steve Barnes
Events - Liz Copps
Membership - Tracy Carr

Change of Watch, continued
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This note is coming to you while the Change of 
Watch is still fresh in my mind, and while I actually 
became our Commodore a month ago, it seems 
like it’s now official. And once again, I want to 
thank you for putting your trust in me.

Back last fall, during the cruising fleet Keelboat 
Championship races, I noticed that my outboard 
motor had stopped cooling (not while racing!) - 
probably the water pump. An impeller gone bad.  
I had just changed it a year or so ago, or was it 
two or maybe even three years ago? My neglect 
had caused a problem I had not planned for.

After a couple of weeks in the repair shop, the 
motor was back on the boat and all was well.  
Or so I thought. There was just one problem: the
cooling system was not working - probably the 
water pump. Another impeller gone bad? This 
time it was not. The old impeller was still the 
problem, even though it had gone into the trash 
weeks before.

Pieces of it were still hiding in the motor and 
causing problems.

Therefore, I have spend the last couple of days 
hauling the boat and fishing out the little pieces 
of the old impeller and wondering why I had just 
paid the repair shop $400 to do the same thing. 
But now my outboard motor is fixed! If I had been 
more conscientious about maintaining it, all of this 
could have been avoided.

This brings to mind some conditions here at 
KSC where something is not quite right, needing 
repair, but we get used to seeing it and don’t 
even notice that it is gradually getting worse and 
worse until it finally fails. Hopefully it just ends up 
being an inconvenience and doesn’t cause an 
injury, but if it had been taken care of sooner it 
could have been avoided altogether. 

And this is what being a self-help club is all 
about. If you see something that needs attention, 
you could grab a couple of friends to help fix it 
and maybe make a new friend in the process. 
You can always benefit from a couple of extra 
members to stand around and drink beer and 
give advice, while you do all the work!

Self-help is a major factor in what makes KSC 
such a great place. Let’s make sure the tradition 
stays alive and well.

Comments
Commodore’s

Saturday Feb 23rd - WORK PARTY #1 
There are many projects slated to be accomplished. 
See what our board needs to accomplish on  
pages 9 and 10. Lots of ways to help and get hours!

Please arrive ready to work by 9:00 am.
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Recently KSC members participated in 
a day-long CPR course which included
how to use an AED (automated 
external defibrillator) and learning how 
to help adults, children and infants 
who are choking.  

The course was led by Edward 
Timblin, American Heart Association 
(AHA) CPR Instructor. Members got 
to practice on adult, child and infant 
mannequins on the proper techniques 
to help in the event of cardiac 
emergency.  

Edward reviewed the location of the 
clubhouse’s AED and demonstrated its 
use. At the end of the day, each of the 
KSC members were AHA, CPR and 
AED certified.
 
If there are more members who may 
be interested in possibly having 
another CPR course at the club some 
time this Spring, email  
Susan Chamberlain:
smchamberl@yahoo.com

CPR Training

And on a Lighter Note.... 
Let’s Play!
The KSC Events Committee will be hosting  
GAME NIGHT once a month. The first one will be 
Saturday, March 2, 2019 at 5 pm.  

This will be a fun, casual, competitive, and laughter-filled 
evening. Members and Guest are asked to bring their favorite game(s) and an appetizer for 
sharing. Prior gaming experience is NOT required. We hope to see you there!  
The event is BYOB.
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SAM’s SAILING TIPS
by Sam Secrest

As we move toward our spring sailing season, we want 
to encourage everyone to come out and sail. The Race 
Committee is committed to having some distance races 
on a regular basis. Here is an opportunity to increase your 
knowledge of sailing and skills as well.

Skip Dieball was our coach at Thistle Mid Winters. He is a 
professional. At that time, he was employed by North Sails. 

Currently he works together with North and Dieball Sailing.

Whether you are racing or cruising, be aware of boat balance. In his article on 
the next page, Skip is talking about centerboard boats. The same things apply to 
fixed keelboats in that they help the boat keep on a track and perform like a sail 
under the boat.

Skip talks about excessive helm, the tug on the tiller. As the main pushes the 
stern of the boat away from the wind, the jib pushes the bow away from the wind 
also. When working with novice sailors trying to understand the controls of the 
boat, we teach how to rid yourself of the excessive helm and balance the boat.

As the boat heels, and weather helm increases:
Step #1. The crew moves to the high side. Still too much weather helm?

Step #2. Ease the traveler if you have one.
Option for #2. Tighten the boom vang to a point where the boom is level  
and ease the mainsail. (The vang will give the sail the shape needed  
to sail and the main sheet acts as a traveler.)

Still too much wind and boat still heeling? Time to reef the main.
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Listen to your helm
By Skip Dieball

Sail trim, centerboard position, and crew 
weight placement all contribute to sensation 
the skipper feels on the helm. When I’m 
running clinics, and even at regattas, I often 
see teams that are struggling with the amount 
of helm they’re carrying. It even happens 
occasionally on my boat. With excessive helm, 
the driver is working against the boat’s natural 
course. Helm on boats varies greatly, but 
one thing is consistent — the more you limit 
excessive helm or rudder drag, the faster you 
go, so you really  need to listen to what the 
helm is telling you.
 
What contributes to excessive helm?  
There are three main 
factors:
1. Sail trim
2. Boat balance/heel
3. Centerboard position
 
For most boats, we can 
zero in on each factor 
and use reference 
points to reduce the 
amount of helm, and 
thus go faster in a 
straight line (and 
arguably higher with added hydrodynamic lift).

Sail Trim
Generally speaking, if you understand the 
concept of how the sails affect the way 

the boat goes through the water, you are 
already ahead of the game. For many, we do 
understand, but we don’t always use the sails 
to help us listen to the helm. At the basic level, 
the jib pulls the bow down away from the wind 
and the mainsail, when trimmed, lifts the bow 
up into the wind. 

On a perfectly balanced boat, you can feel any 
change in helm by just a click or two of trim
on either the main or jib. On a boat that 
is “mainsail driven,” such as Interlakes, 
Lightnings or Etchells, we need to focus  
more on the mainsail, as it contributes most to 
the helm. 

Constant adjustment 
directly affects the helm 
of the boat. On smaller 
boats, some remove the 
mainsheet cleats, forcing
themselves to hold onto 
the mainsheet, constantly 
adjusting the main as it
relates to the amount of 
helm. I have a mainsheet 
cleat and always will—
just my style. But I always 

set the cleat low enough that I have to work 
hard to place the mainsheet in the cleat, and 
conversely it is easy to uncleat.

So, when you are close hauled with the jib 
set up correctly — battens parallel to the hull 

That feel in the tiller is a clear sign of  
what’s right or wrong with your sails
and the balance of the boat.
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centerline and the top tell tail flowing — the 
mainsail is now working as an extension of 
the helm. Trim the main harder, and the helm 
will increase. Ease it, and the helm goes more 
neutral. Find this range and identify it.  

You can put marks on your mainsheet, look at 
the spread between the blocks in the
purchase system, basically anything that 
allows you to identify the range and create 
repeatable reference points that you can then 
quickly check when the boat seems slow. 
Take this knowledge and then plug in the 
depowering factors (vang sheeting and/or 
traveler adjustment) to fine tune the balance
through main trim.

Heel and balance
When I was a junior sailor, my coaches always 
preached sailing the boat flat and, if you 
didn’t, the rudder became a brake. Not for a 
number of years after did I “get” the concept. 

If you think about the amount of heel you are 
carrying upwind and then correlate that to 
the tug on the helm, you’ll quickly understand 
this concept. Some boats load up faster than 
others. For this reason, you have to have good 
communication with your team about your

fore/aft weight placement and, as it relates to 
the helm, the side-to-side balance.  
 
The question I always get at clinics is “how flat 
do I need to sail”? The answer, as we have 

witnessed in GPS tracks of sail testing and 
boat handling, is that the flatter the boat is, the 
faster it will go. Find the transition point, where 
the helm goes from windward helm to leeward 
helm. That’s as flat as you’ll want to sail. In 
some cases (especially in lighter winds), you’ll
want and need to generate a little windward 
helm to gain hydrodynamic lift off
the blades, and a slight amount of heel will 
generate that. But generally, when you feel 
a slight increase in helm, manage that by 
flattening the boat and regaining neutral 
helm. Work with your crew to perfect their 
movements from side to side. It all translates 
into faster sailing.

A quick note about fore/aft weight placement. 
A common error I see is that when the boat is 
“loaded up,” people tend to sit too far forward. 
If you are going to err, this is a good place to 
be, but once you’re in the hiking straps,
move aft and get the crew weight close 
together.
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Who has the baby?

No this isn’t the start of a horror story, just a typical 
fun filled night at Keowee Sailing Club Wednesday 
Potluck.

 
As a brand new provisional member a year ago, 
Jan and I were encouraged by our sponsors Nancy 
and Jim Hackett to participate in the Wednesday 
Night Potluck to learn more about the members and 
history of the club.

The Wednesday Potluck is definitely an activity that 
I encourage any member to participate in.
For those who have not yet partaken of this activity, 
the festivities kick off at 6pm with hors
d’oeuvres and BYOB drinks. Dinner is announced 
by a sounding of the Club bell at 7pm or whenever 
the participants can’t wait any longer.

Each week the fare varies, sometimes tilted heavily 
to desserts and sometimes to main dishes. Each 
member family brings an offering to share. That is 
part of the fun and the food is extremely good!

Some of the members tie their contributions to a 
particular festival. For example, Barbara Smith 
came to last week’s Potluck adorned in her Mardi 
Gras beads and with a New Orleans Mardi Gras 
King’s Cake. Davida Steinbrener’s shrimp cocktail 
hors d’oeuvre has become an expectation. 
Occasionally, I will contribute homemade ice cream, 
which seems to be well liked.

During the course of the evening, the range of 
conversational topics is broad. At the last potluck 
Liz Keenan and I had a great conversation about 
Sail Training. As I was finishing up my piece of
delicious King’s Cake, I was wrenched from my 

thoughts about our earlier conversation by a
loud inquiry from Barbara Smith: “Who has the 
Baby?” This inquiry was repeated several times and 
ended when Barbara took a last bite of her very 
small piece of King’s Cake and exclaimed that she 
had the baby.

So why a plastic baby in a cake?
The baby symbolizes luck and prosperity to 
whoever finds it in his/her slice of cake.
That person is also responsible for purchasing or 
making next year’s cake, or for throwing the
next Mardi Gras party. In some traditions, the finder 
of the baby is designated “king” or “queen”
for the evening.

I am not sorry that it was Barbara that found the 
baby. Barbara’s cake was delicious and
learning about this tradition just made my whole 
evening.

Keowee Sailing Club is a large family, and I can 
think of no better way to learn about it than by
participating in the Wednesday Night Potlucks!
Come join us!

All About Pot Luck Wednesdays.... by Phil Cook



Board of Steward Actions: February 2019
Membership
Tracy Carr reported Membership count as of 
February 16 at 225 (Reg. and Prov.).
Member Sally Rogers resigned from Inactive 
Membership. Provisional Members Andrew & Kara 
Cozier were approved unanimously to Regular 
Membership. 

The following applicants were unanimously 
approved into Provisional Membership: Kai 
Everson and Bill & Paulette Blask. (See next 
page for more info.) The following applicants 
were approved into Waiting List; Michael & Mary 
Lou Vandervoort, John Larmon & Mary Yau, 
James David Smith. The following applicants 
are scheduled for interviews; Steve Hiller & 
Ann Carpenter, Bruce & Jo Sampson, Donald & 
Caroline Noel.

Treasury
Bill Hurni reported Treasurer’s report which 
indicated $24,879.23 in expenditures since 
1/15/19. Total Cash on Hand as of 2/12/19 
$185,373.14.

Dock Maintenance
Bill Hurni reported in Kevin Rylance’s absence that 
Launch Dock material has been ordered.

Dock Master  
Bill Hurni reported in Ad Claessen’s absence that 
additional efforts are forthcoming to rid the club of 
three derelict boats, both slip and dry. Jill Shuler 
will spearhead this project.

Race/Regatta
Jake Kohl reported that February 16th was the first 
HRB (Hot Ruddered Bums) Race and 1st Race 
Awards Dinner & Presentation. Additionally, Jake 
Kohl requested that some member volunteer to 
chair the upcoming Keowee Cup Regatta. 

Youth Sailing
Liz Keenan reported in absence of both Jack Wise 
and Dan Eskew that the Youth Sailing Committee 
had been busy on the 2019 application language 
which they are preparing to publish by the 
beginning of March. 

Club Motor Boats  
John Landers reported a problem with lost boat 
keys. Replacement keys cost $60. There was 
discussion about attaching a large (service station-
style) key fob to try and reduce loss. 

Club Sail Boats 
Phil Cook reported the following: camcleats ordered 
for JY’s (reduced to 4 from 10), line ordered for 
Sunfish mainsheets, halyard block ordered for 
OPTI, clevis pins obtained through donation from 
Robb Copps, Sunfish 12 needs to have drain plug 
installed in transom. At February 23rd Work Party, 
all JY’s standing rigging will be reassembled and 
byte (masts and booms) will be installed.

House Committee 
Bill Hurni reported for absent Abbas Fiuzat that 
Terminix is now monitoring and maintaining pest 
traps around club house. 

Grounds Committee 
Jan Cook reported that despite the wet weather, 
the following projects have been completed: raking 
and mulching leaves from gardens and working 
outward from pathway in areas around clubhouse, 
pruning and weeding of plantings, leaf removal 
from drive, resetting of entry sign and backfilling 
with gravel. At February 23rd Work Party there will 
be three major grounds projects; 
1) Spreading a load of gravel in parking lot -  
rut reduction; 2) spreading mulch in designated 
garden areas; 3) raking and removal of pine straw 
from beach sand.

9
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Jan requested that, after gravel installation, 
she needs volunteers that are strong enough 
to wield a sledge hammer to install parking 
barriers and clear the bank in front of the 
clubhouse. These projects would take place 
during weekdays when parking lot is not so full.

Membership/Distribution 
Carl Fortson reported that he has received
applications from October and will upload them. 

Waterline 
Phil Cook reported that the January issue had 
been published and posted. The February issue 
is targeted for publication on February 21st. 

Club Use 
Steve Barnes reported that club use by Liam 
Cunningham was erroneously scheduled for 
two days and should have been only scheduled 
for Thursday.
 
Facilities 
Bill Hurni reported that the Ice Machine was 
installed and thanked the members who helped 
accomplish this task. 

Events 
Liz Copps reported that on the February 23rd 
workday, she wants the kitchen cabinets 
emptied, shelves bleached and food stuffs 
placed in rodent proof containers. Liz also 

reminded us of the upcoming Game Night event 
on March 2nd and that, in addition to the Can 
Drive and Flea Market, there would also be a 
Blood Drive.

Strategic Planning 
Roger Sulhoff reported good progress is being 
made by the Committee. For the history of the 
club component, the committee has
interviewed Rick Harper, David Smith and 
John Landers. The theme for February, which 
will also continue in March, is a discussion on 
racing with intent to generate more participation 
in the Racing Program. Roger stated that the 
Committee is currently on track to present its 
findings and recommendations to the BOS at 
the August meeting and to the entire
membership at the September meeting.

Vice Commodore’s Report 
Mark Halstead reported his pleasure and thanks
for the response by the Committee Chairs to 
his request to submit Work Day projects to him 
in advance of the Work Day. Mark stated that 
materials had been received for a walkway 
repair project that the dock repair team would 
execute on February 23rd Work Day.

Commodore’s Report
Bill Hurni reported that Mark Halstead was now 
the Project Manager for the Flagpole Project.

Welcome New Provisional Members 
Kai Evenson (left) has been an avid sailor 
and racer in Melges C and MC’s. He moved to 
Seneca 2 1/2 years ago from Wisconsin where 
he served as Commodore and was active 
with race committee in his previous club. Kai’s 
sponsor is Ray Bennie.

Bill and Paulette Blask own a Lancer 25.  
Bill has prior Mutineer 15 experience. Paulette 
loves to cook. Bill and Paulette live in Easely 
and their sponsor is John Gale.
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Race Awards Dinner
The first awards dinner for 2019 was held on Saturday February 16th. 

After an outstanding dinner prepared by Chieko French and Leslie HIller, Jake Kohl, Race Chair
conducted a short open discussion on how to improve the KSC Race program. Earlier that day
Jake had attended the Strategic Planning Committee Meeting to discuss the Racing Program
and how to improve it. 

There were several good ideas that surfaced in the discussion which Jake will feed forward in
the next Strategic Planning Meeting. Jake then turned over the gavel to Doug French, Race
Co-chair, who as Master of Ceremonies did an outstanding job recognizing all of the award winners. 

Awards were given for Racing, and for Race Support Activities including Race Committee and
after race Food Support. John Sensor continues his four year reign in dominating the Flying Scot 
Fleet and Jill Shuler is KSC’s first female club champion!

A complete listing of all the awards presented is on the next page.



Race Committee / 2018 – On-The-Water:
Liz Keenen   •   John Wohlwend   •   Ted Hardwicke   •   Barry Sellick
Robert Kaiser   •   Cammie Kaiser

Race Committee / 2018 – Kitchen:
Suzan Simmons   •   Barbara Smith

Races:
Fright / 2018 / First Place / PHRF A    Terry Keane
Fright / 2018 / Second Place / PHRF A    Hank Goodman
Fright / 2018 / Third Place / PHRF A    John Gale

Fright / 2018 / First Place / Open Dinghy   Rod Andrew
Fright / 2018 / Second Place / Open Dinghy   Mike Neidig
Fright / 2018 / Third Place / Open Dinghy   Chris Fink

Fright / 2018 / First Place / Flying Scot    John Sensor
Fright / 2018 / Second Place / Flying Scot   Bob Graves
Fright / 2018 / Third Place / Flying Scot    Glenn Kats

Frostbite / 2019 / First Place / PHRF A    John Rice
Frostbite / 2019 / Second Place / PHRF A   Terry Keane
Frostbite / 2019 / Third Place / PHRF A    Herve Chassin

Frostbite / 2019 / First Place / Open Dinghy   Claire Legursky
Frostbite / 2019 / Second Place / Open Dinghy  Denny Libra

Frostbite / 2019 / First Place / Flying Scot   John Sensor
Frostbite / 2019 / Second Place / Flying Scot   Glenn Kats
Frostbite / 2019 / Third Place / Flying Scot   Bob Graves

Holiday Distance / 2018 / First Place    Jack Wise
Holiday Distance / 2018 / Second Place   Terry Keane
Holiday Distance / 2018 / Third Place    Ken Marsh

Around Alone / 2018 / Winner     Tom Rudisill

Fleet Champion / 2018 / PHRF A     Hank Goodman
Fleet Champion / 2018 / Open Dinghy    Rod Andrew
Fleet Champion / 2018 / Flying Scot    John Sensor

Club Champion / 2018 / Keel Boat - PHRF A   Terry Keane
Club Champion / 2018 / Keel Boat - PHRF C   Jill Shuler
Club Champion / 2018 / Open Dinghy    Rick Harper
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A Letter of Thanks for our  
2018 Toys for Kids Drive



WHAT’S COMING UP:

Waterline Team:
Phil Cook, writer/editor (remingtoncook53@gmail.com)
Susan Brier, design/production (susan@writedesign.com)

Feb    23  CLUB WORKDAY
 23-27    Flying Scot Midwinters  
   Sarasota, Florida
 24 1:00 Women, Wind & Wine

Mar 2 1:00  Hot Ruddered Bums  
   Series #2
  5:00  Game Night!
 16 10:00 Board of Stewards Mtg
  1:00 Hot Ruddered Bums  
   Series #3

The meeting of Women Wind & Wine, on the 
afternoon of January 27, 2019, was very well 
attended. 

Twenty ladies spent the afternoon learning about port 
and starboard tacks, the points of sail and practicing 
new knots — Round Turns and Two Half Hitches.

All KSC ladies are welcome and encouraged to join 
this fun group. Women Wind & Wine was formed so 
KSC ladies could build confidence on the water and 
have fun in the process. Women Wind & Wine is 
all about women helping other women expand their 
nautical skills in a fun, encouraging and supportive 
environment.

The group is currently engaged in ‘land learning’ in 
preparation for getting out on the water as soon as 
warm weather comes our way.

Women, Wind & Wine’s January 
Training Session


